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Eager Eagle
Once there lived an Eager Eagle. He
was strong, a good leader, eager to
help others, really brave and powerful.
The people came to look for something
to catch and eat one day. The Eager
Eagle told the Native Americans about
the people who had visited. To the
Eager Eagles surprise he saw that the
people came back and were taking the
Native Americans to make them their
slaves. Someone had save them because they were his friends! So Eager Eagle and a
wolf decided to help. They were also good friends.
The Eager Eagle told the wolf he was going to fly into the sky to look for the Native
Americans so the wolf could free the Native American’s. It worked! The Eager Eagle asked
the other eagles and his friends the Native American’s to help him take the bad people to
an island were they could not return.
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Powerful Deer
Once upon a time there was a Powerful
Deer. She lived in the forest with flowers,
rocks and many paths. One day
Powerful Deer wondered why there were
no clouds anymore. She wondered, who
stole the clouds? The world seemed
lonely without clouds. One day a man
built a house where there were only fields
before. Powerful Deer felt sad when she
saw him move in with a lot of boxes. One
box said clouds. She was very curious.
The next day Powerful Deer asked if she
could have the box that said clouds. But
the man quickly said no!
Another day went by. The man decided he needed to make things right, so he asked
Powerful Deer and the other animals to help him return the clouds from the box. All the
animals and Powerful Deer knew they could live happily ever after because the sky would
be beautiful again. The world became more colorful with clouds in the sky. It was very
pretty.

Hopeful Eagle
One day Hopeful Eagle saw an old,
grouchy turtle. The Grumpy Turtle lived in
a swamp and the Hopeful Eagle lived in a
fern tree right below the swamp. It was
windy up there, and it was cold up and
down. The Grumpy Turtle was not of good
nature and brought coldness to the world.
Every day felt like winter. The animals
knew the Grumpy Turtle was the one who
brought coldness to the world but no one
knew why. The animals needed to get into
his dam.
One night the animals went around the fern tree to talk and decided to choose Hopeful
Eagle to find out why Grumpy Turtle had brought coldness to the world. When Grumpy
Turtle was sleeping Hopeful Eagle swooped in and discovered he had a little girl who was
missing. Where could she be? He thought about it and realized his daughter is the reason
he was so grumpy and cold. Hopeful Eagle raced out to tell the others. “We must find
Grumpy Turtles daughter who is missing!”
The animals looked high and low, far and wide, right and left but not down in the swamp.
Then Hopeful Eagle had an idea to ask Mr. Fish to look in the bottom of the swamp.
Finally Mr. Fish found Grumpy Turtles daughter at the bottom of the swamp. He said, “your
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father misses you terribly and has brought coldness to our land. Please go to your father.
He does not know where you are.” Grumpy Turtles daughter quickly swam up to find her
father who cried out, “You were here the whole time!” he started to cry in excitement. “My
daughter, they found you! I will now bring warmth to the world and happiness.”
Grumpy Turtle thanked the animals and Hopeful Eagle for finding his daughter. “I promise
we will have four seasons now and only cold in the winter.”
The End.

Smart Deer
Once upon a time there was a Smart
Deer. She lived in a beautiful evergreen
forest where she had many friendships
and felt peaceful. Until one day she heard
a loud crash and so did her friends. All the
animals looked to Smart Deer as their
leader. The animals asked her to please
go and see what the crash was. Smart
Deer agreed. She was sad because she
already knew what it was. The people
were starting to cut down the forest trees.
This frightened Smart Deer. She went
further to the mountain where she could
see big machines cutting and destroying
their habitat.
Afraid but brave, Smart Deer looked at the men and said, “Stop! You are destroying the
forest home.” One man said, “We will do whatever we want! But Smart Deer pleaded, “You
can’t. We will die.” The man said, “You can’t stop us!” Smart Deer ran into the forest to tell
her friends the terrible news. With a gloomy face she said, “We must move.” The animals
cried, “We can’t give up now! We need to make a plan.” The rabbit thought of an idea. “We
can jam the machines with twigs and hide the tools!” Smart Deer thought that was a good
idea. All the animals agreed.
That night the forest friends began to set up a plan. Carefully the animals placed twigs in
the machine wheels and hide all the tools in burrows, trees and caves. Smart Deer
realized this was not going to work because the men could bring new tools and fix the
machines. So she came up with a new idea. She said, “What if we send the men on a raft
made of twigs down the river back to the main land?”
The other animals agreed this idea would work. When the men were sleeping the animals
all helped and put them on the backs of Smart Deer’s friends. One by one the men were
placed on the raft while still sleeping. Smart Deer and her friends watched as the raft
drifted off into the night and back to the main land never to be seen again.
Peace returned to the evergreen forest and the animals lived happily ever after…or will
they?
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Goofy Goose
Once long ago there was a country called Canada were little critters lived. Once of those
critters was Goofy Goose. He lived in a forest with a lot of nice critter friends and even
some nice humans. Goofy Goose was best friends with Salmon Flippers. One day Goofy
Goose was walking down to the river to see his friend Salmon Flippers. However, when he
got to the pond he didn’t feel that welcome. Flippers was yelling at him, “Go, go while you
can!” Frantically Goofy Goose flew off to his favorite tree branch. The next day he went
back to the pond to see his friend Flipper. He asked him why he was so frantic. Flipper
replied, “There is a hunter in town coming to get my fish friends.” Goofy Goose gasped in
shock. “We have to do something!” He called to his friends in the forest to have a meeting.
A plan was decided to scare the man away while sleeping at night.
The next night they quietly went into the
man’s cabin and picked up his bed to carry
to the river where Salmon Flippers lived. All
of them stood and watched the man while
still sleeping on his bed float down the river
and over a waterfall Goofy Goose
sometimes is now called big, nice and
graceful.

Awesome Wolf

Once there wolf named Awesome Wolf. His fur
was what made him different. It was multi colored;
orange, red, green, blue, black, pink, and purple,
with black that was dark like the night sky, and
brown and orange feet.
His head looked like a stale potato, with teeth that gleamed and glistened so sharp.
Awesome Wolf’s teeth looked like French fries that could eat you!
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All the other wolves thought how weird, and would not talk to him. They were very MEAN.
Awesome Wolf did not know what to do. Would you?

Huggie Bear
Once there lived a bear, his name was Huggie
Bear. He got this name because he loved to give
hugs. He lives in the forest surrounded by trees
and lots of animals. His best, best friend is an
Eagle. His friends name is Eagle Eye. Eagle Eye
got his name because he is super sharp with his
eye. He can see from far, far away.
Huggie Bear loves to eat fish, especially salmon.
He often came to the river bank with his best
friend Eagle Eye to catch fish together. They catch
the salmon that are going up stream.
Bear often has problems with hunters who try to
harm him because they think that he would hurt
them. But little do they know Huggie Bear doesn’t
hurt people he loves to give hugs. Eagle Eyes often looks out for him, like helping and
warning him when hunters come. Because Eagle Eyes can see super far away.
They are best friends forever.

Brave Eagle
One day there was an eagle that lived in
the rainbow. He did not believe in himself
so he did not feel brave. Many of his
friends said believe in yourself and you
can do anything. But the eagle did not
listen to their words. He just did not know
how to believe in himself. He did love his
friends but not himself.
He sat in his nest in the rainbow and
sighed because he lived by himself.
Sometimes he was jealous of his friends,
which did not help him feel good about
himself, so he decided to talk to one of
the animals who was a therapist. The therapist was a nice wise old owl. The eagle said, “I
don’t know what believe means?” The wise old owl replied, “It means don’t give up.” “I now
understand what believe means!” The wise old owl said, “Now we will call you Brave
Eagle.”
With happiness he flew to his friend’s and said, “Now I know what believe means! My
name will be Brave Eagle!” And he lived happily ever after.
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The End.

Rare Raven
Raven Saves the Day
One Day in the forest there was a raven
named Rare Raven who was playing a
long and hard game of golf with his
friend Eager Eagle. While having a good
time together they suddenly noticed that
there was something wrong. There was
no more sunlight. They found
themselves in complete darkness during
the daytime.
Rare Raven and Eager Eagle had
known there was a Selfish King of the
forest who they had heard about. They knew he was planning on stealing the sun and
stars because he felt they were better than he was. That made the Selfish King very angry
because he wanted to be the best in the forest.
The next day he went to the Selfish King to talk to him. Something was different, he
seemed nice. But as Rare Raven began asking about the missing sun and stars and said,
“What happened to the sun and stars?” The Selfish Kings eyes began to narrow and he
shouted, “Why are you here!” “You have no right to come to me and ask such a question,
but if you want them I can get them to you on one condition, that you tell the others I found
them. Tell everyone that I am the one who saved the forest.”
The Rare Raven thought about the Selfish Kings proposal. He agreed to the terms. Rare
Raven said, “All I care about is that we get our sun and stars back, not how.” When Rare
Raven returned the sun and stars the others praised him and did not believe the Selfish
King’s story. Everyone in the forest voted to have Rare Raven as the king of the forest!
Once returned, the sun and stars turned the Selfish King into a salmon where he could
never take the sun and stars again. The End.
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Watchful Woodpecker
One day there was a woodpecker that
lived in a big hole inside a tree. There
were lots of other humming birds that lived
in the hole with him. They were all nice to
each other but for one bird who decided to
be a bully to Watchful Woodpecker. He did
not know what to do but he knew he could
not let Bully Humming Bird hurt his
feelings.
Suddenly the Bully Humming Bird
vanished! “Where did he go?” thought
Watchful Woodpecker. He had not noticed that the Bully Humming Bird was standing right
next to him! Just then the Bully Humming Bird said, “Have you noticed that you are the
only woodpecker living in this tree? That makes you a weirdo!” Watchful Woodpecker
tried not to look hurt. Instead he replied, “I don’t care I think I am unique and I like
watching over humming birds.” “Humph.” Said the Bully Humming Bird. “You are just
jealous that you are not a humming bird like the rest of us.”
After Bully Humming Bird flew away Watchful Woodpecker decided he needed to do
something. The next day he went up to the bully humming bird and said, “Hey I don’t care
if I’m different, different is good!” As he turned to walk away not expecting an answer you
will never guess what happened next, the Bully Humming Bird said, “I’m sorry, you are
right. I was mean because I was jealous that you were in charge of watching over all of my
friends.”
From that day on the Watchful Woodpecker named Bully Humming Bird Friendly Humming
bird and they became best friends.

Freedom Goose
Once upon a time, a very long time
ago there was a goose in a prison
with all of the other animals in the
world. The prison was in the desert
under the glowing desert sun. The
gooses name was Freedom Goose.
All of the animals made fun of his
name because they knew that there
would be no freedom. Many times
Freedom Goose would say, “How
do you know we will not be free?”
The other animals then told him that
many years ago all the animals
angered the God of Freedom and Sins. So the God trapped them and would not allow
them to fulfill their destiny.
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One night Freedom Goose found a way to fly out of the prison when the God of Freedom
and Sin was not paying attention. He tried very hard to free the other animals by tricking
the God of Freedom and Sin to believe he had let all the animals out. When the God of
Freedom and Sin realized Freedom Goose was trying to trick him, he became impressed
with Freedom Gooses bravery. To all the animals surprise the God of Freedom and Sin
announced that all the animals and Freedom Goose may leave the desert prison under the
glowing sun and return to their homes.

Harmony Salmon
Harmony is a salmon. His family, the Tuna’s
adopted him. They loved him very much.
Although, sometimes his brother showed
jealousy, greediness and selfishness towards
Harmony. One day while out swimming in the
ocean, Harmony’s brother found a beautiful
gem. His brother immediately went to capture
the gem to have it all to himself. Harmony
being very concerned that this was a bad idea
said, “Please brother, do not touch that gem. I
think it will bring bad fortune to all of us.” But
his brother ignored him and grabbed the
beautiful gem to have all to himself.
Suddenly the ocean churned, the waves grew, and the skies darkened bringing on a large
tsunami! This was very bad because all the water in the ocean came onto the land, leaving
no more water for the ocean creatures. Mother earth being compassionate saw Harmony’s
kindness in trying to keep the gem in place, she gifted her with air breathing powers and
legs to walk the earth.
Although Harmony looked different than the humans, they grew to love her.
Creative Snake
There once was a snake who had a brother
named Creative Snake. He liked to eat mice
with his brother but while out hunting they
always worried about Watchful Eagle, who
was often hunting them. This was a hard
life for snake and his brother. The problem
Creative Snake had was whenever he felt
creative, he also felt very hungry.
One day after being creative, he went out to
look for food. He did not notice Watchful
Eagle swooping down to grab him. Once in
the grip of the eagle, and feeling helpless he
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suddenly bite hard into the eagle’s leg. Feeling surprised and in pain, the eagle let go of
Creative Snake. He fell to the ground onto a soft place.
From that day on word got around about Creative Snakes bravery, and no one ever
bothered him again, not even Watchful Eagle.

The Adventures of Basketball Bear
There was a bear called Basketball
Bear. He lived in Canada in a cave
hidden deep in a forest. Basketball Bear
lived with other bears and a bunch of
other animals. Many of these animals
were birds, rabbits, squirrels and fish
who lived in the caves pond. The
winters were long and cold, this was a
good cave for all the animals to stay
safe and warm for the winter. But one
winter Basketball Bear did not wake up
in time for spring.
To Basketball Bears astonishment, he awoke in a zoo! Poor Basketball Bear had been
tranquilized by a human’s tranquilizer dart. Feeling terrible, he quickly began to think of an
escape plan. Finding himself not alone but in a cage with other bears, he told them, “We
need an escape plan!” Spending the whole night planning their escape, soon morning
came and it was time to put their plan in action.
It was almost 2:00am. All the bears charged at the gate but were not able to break it down.
So, they quickly came up with another plan. They tried to make a bear ladder, by lifting
one bear at a time on top of another. But they all fell down, over and over, until the last
time they decided to try, all of them made it over the gate! Quickly, they scampered away
from the zoo, but only to discover they were on an island.
Basketball Bear noticed a ship approaching the island with more animals. This was his
chance to get off the island with the others bears! Quickly they crawled onto the ship and
hide where no one notice. One bear saw the ships wheel and said, “How do we drive this
home?” Another saw a button that said Auto Piolet. He quickly pushed the button and
soon they were on their way back home.
All the bears lived happily ever after.
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Lovely Moose
Lovely Moose lived worrying
about humans hunting her. So
she had to hide in a cave. One
day Lovely Moose wandered out
of the cave exploring but
suddenly found her antlers
caught in a net and the hunters
charging at her! With all her might
she pushed as hard as she could
to get away from the hunters, and
did but lost her antlers. Finding
safety behind a large rock poor Lovely Moose discovered she had lost her antlers.
Sad and worried the other moose would make fun of her she started to cry. Once she
stopped crying she came up with a plan to quietly and quickly sneak back to get her
antlers. When she returned she searched and searched but could not find the antlers. Her
friends noticed Lovely Moose no longer had antlers and started to make fun or her by
laughing. A bunny saw Lovely Moose crying and asking her moose friends to stop teasing
her. Bunny decided to speak up to the other laughing moose’s. She said, “Stop laughing, it
is not nice to make fun of someone because they are different!” Realizing this, the other
moose’s stopped laughing, said they were sorry and decided Lovely Moose was really
cool because he was different. They all became friends forever.
The End.

Smiling Otter
There once lived an otter. She was
often more happy than sad, therefore
she was given the name of Smiling
Otter. She spent most of her time
looking for food and being with her
friends. But Smiling Otter had a
problem. She often found when looking
for clams they were disguised as cans.
This often startled her. Pollution where
Smiling Otter lived was a big problem.
But she always tried to see the bright
side.
One day while looking for healthy
clams she noticed a dark black cloud
riding on the ocean’s surface. As Smiling Otter picked up what she thought was a healthy
clam, she noticed it was another dirty can. Alarmed by the dark cloud on the ocean’s
surface and pollution, she suddenly dropped the can and began to swim away. But out of
nowhere a human grabbed Smiling Otter and took her to a strange place.
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After they washed her and dried her otter coat, they placed in her in a tank with three other
otters and lots of fresh clams. It was a weird place but she learned to like her new home,
and decided quickly while smiling that the aquarium was a happy place.
Kind Deer
There once was a deer who was very kind
and lived with a very kind herd. The herd
named her Kind Deer. They spent most of
their time eating grass and berries
together. Sometimes Kind Deer wandered
off on her own. She was never afraid of
wolves or humans. She just enjoyed the
forest and looking for berries on her own.
One day she wandered off and herd
something in the forest with her. She
stopped and looked around but did not see
anything. So, she kept foraging for berries.
A wolf was watching Kind Deer and he saw that she did not see him. He ran off to his pack
and said, “We getting dinner tonight!” All the wolves howled at the full moon that night and
made their plan to attack the herd of deer while they slept.
That night the Kind Deer’s herd peacefully rested in the mossy underground of the forest,
unaware that the pack of wolves were on their way. But Kind Deer felt something was not
right. She remembered the sound she had heard earlier while looking for berries. Kind
Deer could not fall asleep. She felt something bad was going to happen that night.
The wolves could be heard coming towards Kind Deer’s herd. She was so frightened, she
quickly raced around trying to wake up the others. One by one they jumped up and raced
off with Kind Deer. Grateful for staying awake Kind Deer thought, the wolves could not
catch us now. But one deer was not so lucky. The deer with antlers raced back to push the
wolf off the poor deer who was on his back. Many wolves went flying into the air, landing
on their backs. This startled the wolves so much they soon ran away, never, ever to be
seen again by the herd of kind deer’s.
But this story does not end here…one day the wolf who tried to harm the deer came back
to say he was sorry and wanted to be friends. Kind Deer said to the wolf, if you can be
kind, you may be our friend.
The herd of Kind Deer and the wolf lived happily ever after.
The End.
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Helpful Salmon
One day there was a salmon who
liked to help others. He was called
Helpful Salmon. He lived in a stream
of rushing water. Life in the stream
was very busy and not quiet. Often all
the salmon had to be careful and look
out for eagles.
When Helpful Salmon was trying to
help one of his friends up stream they
did not notice an eagle from the sky
soaring down quickly. All the other
salmons swam quickly away. But Helpful Salmon’s friend did not swim quickly enough and
got swooped up into the talons of the eagle and up to the stormy sky! Helpful Salmon was
so upset by this he thought of a plan to stop the eagles from harming his friends.
That night Helpful Salmon went down to the sand bed to fall asleep. The next day the
eagle returned to catch another salmon, this time it was Helpful Salmon’s brother. He
knew he had to think fast to stop the eagle. He gathered all the salmons to make a big
salmon and scare the eagle. Quickly they call came together creating a scary large
salmon.
Alarmed the eagle flew off quickly never to be seen again!

Graceful Goose
There was a goose who was very
graceful and lived by the river. His
friend the eagle called him Graceful
Goose. Graceful Goose had good
conversations with his friend the
eagle and often asked him what he
thought about the other animals who
lived by the river. One bear bothered
Graceful Goose because he would
eat all the fish and the fish were her
friends.
Graceful Goose asked the bear politely, “Can you please stop eating my friends the fish?”
The bear replied, “Why do you care? He said disrespectfully. “They are just fish and I need
to eat.” Graceful Goose said, “The fish are my friends and, I don’t want them getting hurt.”
The rude bear said, “It’s none of your business!” Very sad but with grace she said, “It is my
business because the fish are my friends and I am protecting them, I want them to live and
not be harmed.” But the bear would not change his mind. “Stay away, this is between the
fish, me and not you.” Said the rude bear.
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Graceful Goose realized she could not change the bears mind. She decided to live with
forgiveness in her heart and kindness for even the rude animals. Sometimes it is better to
forgive thought the Graceful Goose. But she still tried to save her friends the fish when she
could by leading them to safer waters.

Special Thanks To: The Sandy Hook School Foundation, Kids Share
Directors and Volunteer Parents!
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